Lingerie Market in Korea
-

Lingerie market increased by 7% and reached 1,540 billion Won in 2010 among Korea
Apparel market which recorded 31,900 billion Won according to the KOFOTI

-

Market trend is getting stylish and fashionable looks like outerwear

-

Unit price increased 4% due to popularity of luxury lingerie

-

Lingerie market is expected to increase 3% constantly in 2011

Trends
1. Lingerie market increased by 7% in 2010 which showed double digit value growth until
2009, recorded a slightly slower 4% value growth rate in 2010. It shows a positive growth rate
continuously. It was influenced by changed concept from lingerie to fashion items as outerwear.
2. In women’s lingerie, functional lingerie for body line compensation is the main trend.
The ‘See-Through Look’, which means wearing bright colored outerwear and dark colored bras
underneath, is also a popular fashion trend over the country. Thanks to this trend, Korean women
that are concerned about their figure buy functional brassieres to compensate. Also, colors and
design as well as brand value are important. According to manufacturers, sales of leopard print,
edged with elegant lace and natural volume up pad bras increased, while sales of ivory and pink
decreased.
3. Due to extremely cold weather, thermal lingerie continued to be popular constantly.
Only thermal long lingerie for winter was available, but thermal ranges were expanded to include
bras and panties in 2010 and 2011. Meanwhile, corsets had a revival in 2010. Women typically
consider corsets to be uncomfortable, but, new designs and fabrics helped healthy sales growth.
New corsets are made with polyspan, which is known to have good level of elasticity and can
retain its original shape after washing. Additionally, although these new corsets are boned, they
can be adjusted to fit the body.

lingerie brands and those produced by famous outerwear manufacturers became popular among
Young consumers making this market more competitive. Even if domestic brands are losing value
share slowly, they maintain a leading position by offering superior quality. Because of the diverse
styles of Lingerie available and new functional products, the unit price of women’s lingerie
increased by more than 4% constantly for two years in row. As the number of consumers who
consider Lingerie as outerwear increases, expensive but fashionable brands became more popular
than economical lingerie.
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4. Vivien and Venus, top brands of Korea Lingerie market in Korea, recently imported
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5. Store-based retailers account for the majority of sales, but the homeshopping channel
is seeing faster growth than other channels. As functional lingerie increases in popularity, details
explanations and demonstrations by sales people lead healthy sales growth. Hypermarkets also
increased rapidly due to the diverse promotional events run by such operators.

Competitive Landscape
- In Domestic market, major 5 local brands named Shin Young Wacoal, Nam Yeong Vivien,
BYC, TRY and Good People occupied the lingerie market approximately 75% through the retail
shops, hyper markets, homeshopping channel and online shopping malls. Elements of
competitiveness in Korea market are composed of Brand image which reminds the consumer
royalty, value added design and ability of establish the logistic supply chain which could link to
flagship stores or traditional shopping districts.

Korea Lingerie Market Shares in the Third Quarter of
2011
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Source: Korea Federation of Textile Industries

based on department stores’ sales value. (According to the Shin Young Wacoal’s Quarterly Report
as of June 2011) The company’s Venus brand holds the largest share of sales in Women’s Lingerie,
but it is under threat from imported brands or new players which already have brand power in
outerwear market. Shin Young Wacoal introduced the Venus Cool Bra which protects the skin from
moisture by wicking away sweat and the company channeled its efforts into market expansion. At
the same time, as seasonal lingerie in winter, UNICLO shows big sales on bra top called Heattech
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1. Shin Young Wacoal Inc maintained the leading position with a 48% share of value sales
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which maintains the warmness/heat of body away from cold weather. This kind of functional new
products attracts the consumers rapidly.
2. Besides domestic brands like Venus and Vivien, there are few others that enjoy such
good performances. International brands such as Guess Lingerie, Armani Lingerie and Calvin Klein
are all expanding their market shares quickly. Each opened shops inside existing outerwear stores
and targeted existing customers who are loyal to the Guess, Armani or Calvin Klein brands.
3. Private label is competing with other brands with its price advantage. Hypermarkets
and internet retailers copy other brands’ idea and introduced them at cheaper prices. Especially EMart operated by Shinsegae Co., Ltd. had hold big promotional events for Lingerie in 2010 and
2011, and it offered all kinds of popular lingerie such as thermal lingerie, fitted lingerie to flatter
the figure, functional corsets, and cheap, simple colored lingerie.

Prospects
Lingerie market in Korea continues growing and the product portfolio is becoming
increasingly diverse. It is expected to record a constant value Compound Annual Growth Rate of 4%
from 2010 to 2015 positively. Also, trend for wearing Lingerie as outerwear will continue and
expand further. To Young female consumers, pretty Lingerie should be shown in harmony with
outerwear. To satisfy those consumers, manufacturers will introduce more outer-looking Lingerie.
Based on efforts of consumers and manufacturers, See-Through look trend will continue into the
forecast period. Due to its See-Through look trend, the unit price will increase by 28% over the
forecast period in constant value term. Aside from locally-manufactured brands, Venus and Vivien,
imported famous outerwear brands’ Lingerie ranges as well as functional products will be
increasingly popular.

*Source: Korea Federation of Textile Industries, Euromonitor, Fashion Biz, Financial Supervisory

Office of Commercial Affairs, Royal Thai Embassy, Seoul
Thai Trade Center, Seoul
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Major Players in Lingerie Market of South Korea
Company

Brand Name

Target

URL

Shin Young Wacoal

Venus

Brand power No. 1 in Korea lingerie market

http://www.shinyoungwacoal.co.kr/

Inc

Pink-Venus / Solb

20s, Fashionable, inner and outer mixed wear concept

Motherpia

Specialist for pregnancy condition care

Art-Beau

Hypermarket-only Selling Brand, Cost-Effective

Nam Yeung Vivien

Vivien

Department store & Brand shop-only Selling Brand, 20s ~ 40s

Corp

De Lor

Hypermarket-only Selling Brand, Cost-Effective

Rosebud

Homeshopping-only Brand, Cost-Effective, Mid 20s ~ 50s

BYC

Comfort, Easy wear style (Family brand)

Leson

Comfort, Easy wear style

Functional

Antibacterial, Body heat, Cool wear etc

BYC Co., Ltd

http://www.namyeung.co.kr/

http://www.byc.co.kr/

Products
Good Peoples Co.,

Body Guard

Fashionable, Mid 20s ~ Early 40s

http://www.goodpeople.co.kr/EngHome

Ltd

Yes

Casual, Teenager ~ Early 20s

/

Sexy Cookie

Sexy Style

Ssangbangwool Co.,

TRY

Comfort, Easy wear style (Family brand)

Ltd

Chaville

Stylish, Trendy

&Styleshop

Career Women, Stylish, Sexy concept

Lefee

Casual + Sexy Image - Homeshopping/Online selling Base

Missing Dorothy

Korea Celebrity Brand - Homeshopping/Online selling Base

Encarta

Designer Brand, Luxury, Elegant -

Andre Kim
Innerwear

Homeshopping/Online/Hypermarket

http://www.mcorset.com/en/

http://www.andrekim.net/main/main.asp
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M Corset

http://www.sbw.co.kr/eng/
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Korean Lingerie Importer List
Company

Address

Telephone

Fax

Contact

Note

Person
Fit Joy Corporation

Suite 403, Kyungrhim B/D. 15, Samjun-Dong,

82-2-418-

82-2-418-

Lee,

Songpa-Gu

7132

7139

William/Sony

fitjoy@orgio.net

a, Jang
Samjin Co., Ltd.

394, Gobeck-Ri, Bubal-Up, Icheun-Shi

031-635-0614

031-636-7229

Park, Jung-Mi

Men's Handkerchief, Men's
underwear (silk & cotton),
samjin13@kornet.net

Namyeung

4-52 sobinggo-Dong, Yongsan-Gu

02-3780-1376

02-3785-2103

Lee, Kyung-

kleekmi@vivi-en,co.kr

Keun

Shin Hwa
Sam Jin International

2nd Fl. Kia B/D. 633-3 Deungchon-Dong,

82-2-3663-

82-2-3663-

Kangso-Gu

9411/2/3

9414

Rm. 347, Soongryemoon, 51-1, Namchang-

82-2-779-

82-2-956-

Dong, Chung-Gu

8755

9994

501 Gajwa-Dong, Ilsan-Gu, Koyang-Shi

82-31-923-

82-31-923-

4818

4828

Co., Ltd.

Cho, Hyun-Il

korry3237@yahoo.co.kr

Kim, Do-Hee
Jin, In-Shik

Brassiere, www.brapad.com, sjisj@brapad.com

Seung-A International

97-23, Sejong B/D, 7F, Nonhyeon-dong,

Co.

Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Sale F&S Co., Ltd.

822-545-9229

822-545-9669

Kwon, Jong-

jin@goldenpointonline.co.

Hyun

kr
oldstone-k@hanmail.net
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Hyup Shin Global
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